
PITBULLPB678,
PB6710 
STATIC 
GRIZZLY
The perfect solution to removing 
large debris before final screening.

Our PB678 and PB6710  
stand 7 feet at their highest 
point and can stand up to  
the toughest material, from  
rocks to demolition rubble.
PB678 Grizzly comes standard with 18 bars set at 
2-1/2” apart. PB6710 comes standard with 22 bars 
set at 2-1/2” apart. Just like our PB148, two bolts 
lock in each bar but can be easily removed or added 
in minutes for a larger or smaller opening. Our bars 
are set on edge to promote a self-cleaning action, 
appearing as a diamond-shaped bar minimizing the 
probability of material lodging between bars.

PITBULL

PB678

PB6710
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• Compatible with any material handler capable 
of 7’ dump height

• Comes standard from factory with culling bars 
set to 2-1/2” minus spacing

• Bars are 2” square steel tubes with full 1/4” 
wall thickness

• 1” spacing on bar placement holes. 1/2” 
square head bolts secure bars, one at each 
end. Bolts pass completely thru bar & support

• Structure built to last. 

• Large access opening under screen deck for 
easy material removal

• Economical to own with minimal 
maintenance

PB678 & PB6710 STATIC GRIZZLY

Features Specifications

PITBULL

Built with Pitbull’s 
rugged, tubular frame 
construction

Quick easy bar removal 
utilizing two bolts per bar, 
swap bars in minutes 

Easy to 
transport and 

position using 
standard “D” 
ring lift lugs

Height 7′ at highest tip

Deck 
Size 

PB678 - 72” deep, 96” long, 84” high
PB6710 - 72” deep, 123½” long, 84” high

Operating 
Weight 

PB678 - 2,640 lbs
PB6710 - 3,110 lbs

Bars 
2” square structural steel tubes, 
1/4” thick walls
PB678 - 18 bars set 2-1/2” apart
PB6710 - 22 bars set 2-1/2” apart

Standard 
with 

Welded “D” rings strategically placed  
for easy handling
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